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SUMMARY
Virtual Screening (VS) methods can considerably aid Drug Discovery research, predicting how ligands
interact with drug targets.BINDSURF is an efficient and fast blind VS methodology for the determination
of protein binding sites depending on the ligand, that uses the massively parallel architecture of GPUs for
fast unbiased pre-screening of large ligand databases. In this contribution, we provide a performance/cost
model for the execution of this application on both a physical and public cloud infrastructure. With our
model it is possible to determine which is the best infrastructure by means of execution time and costs for
any given problem to be solved by BINDSURF . Conclusions obtained from our study can be extrapolated
to other GPU based VS methodologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In clinical research, it is crucial to determine the safety and effectiveness of current drugs and to
accelerate findings in basic research (discovery of new leads and active compounds) into meaningful
health outcomes. Both objectives require to process the large data set of protein structures available
in biological databases such as PDB [1] and also derived from genomic data using techniques
as homology modeling [2]. Screenings in lab and compound optimization are expensive and
slow methods, but bioinformatics can vastly help clinical research for the mentioned purposes by
providing prediction of the toxicity of drugs and activity in non-tested targets, and by evolving
discovered active compounds into drugs for the clinical trials.
This can be achieved thanks to the availability of bioinformatics tools and Virtual Screening (VS)
methods that allow to test all required hypothesis before clinical trials. Nevertheless current Virtual
Screening (VS) methods, such as docking, fail to make good toxicity and activity predictions being
one of the main reasons that they are constrained by the access to computational resources; even the
nowadays fastest VS methods cannot process large biological databases in a reasonable time-frame.
Therefore, these constraints impose serious limitations in many areas of biomedical research.
The use of massively parallel hardware architectures such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)
can tremendously overcome this problem. The GPU has become increasingly popular in the high
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performance computing area, by combining impressive computational power with the demanding
requirements of real-time graphics and the lucrative mass-market of the gaming industry [3].
Scientists have exploited this power in arguably every computational domain, and the GPU has
emerged as a key resource in applications where parallelism is the common denominator [4]. To
maintain this momentum, new hardware features have been progressively added by NVIDIA to
their range of GPUs, with the Kepler architecture [5] being the most recent milestone in this path.
Large clusters are adopting the use of these relatively inexpensive and powerful devices as a way
of accelerating computational-intensive parts of the applications. Actually, the fastest supercomputer
nowadays, Titan, placed in the DOE/SC/OAK Ridge National Laboratory at Tennessee (USA) [6],
is equipped with AMD Opteron Processor and the last generation of NVIDIA k20x GPUs. However,
current GPUs have a great impact on the power consumption of the system, as a high-end GPU may
well increase the power consumption of a cluster node up to 30%, which is actually a big issue
already. This is a critical concern especially for very large datacenters, where the cost dedicated to
supply power to such computers represents an important fraction of the Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO) [7].
Moreover, reducing power consumption in these large installations is now becoming an urgent
concern as several governments, like the US or the British ones, are creating taxes targeted to
facilities that consume too much electricity [8, 9]. For instance, some of most famous datacenters
on Internet, such as Google or Facebook among others, consumed about 0.5% of the overall
electricity in the world during 2005. When electricity needed for cooling and power distribution
is also considered, that number increases up to 1% [10]. The research community is also aware
of this issue, and it is making efforts in developing reduced-power installations. For instance, the
GREEN500 list [11] shows the 500 most power efficient computers in the world. In this way, we
can see a clear shift from the traditional metric FLOPS (FLoating point Operations Per Second) to
FLOPS per watt.
Virtualization techniques may provide significant energy savings, as they enable a larger resource
usage by sharing a given hardware among several users, thus reducing the required amount
of instances of that particular device. As a result, virtualization is being increasingly adopted
in datacenters. In particular, cloud computing is an inherently energy-efficient virtualization
technique [12], in which services run remotely in a ubiquitous computing cloud that provides
scalable and virtualized resources. Thus peak loads can be moved to other parts of the cloud and
the aggregation of a cloud’s resources can provide higher hardware utilization [13]. Public cloud
providers offer their services in a pay as you go fashion, and provide an alternative to physical
infrastructures. However, this alternative only becomes real for a specific amount of data and target
execution time.
In this work, we analyze this landscape of computation by targeting a GPU-based Virtual
Screening method called BINDSURF [14]. We propose a performance/cost model for this
application that allows the user to decide which infrastructure, physical or that of a well known
public cloud provider, is the optimal for a given problem type and size. The execution of a GPU
intensive application such as BINDSURF [15] may strain an institution’s budget when processing
great amounts of data. The more computational physical resources or the more time the available
resources are used, the more the total cost is increased. Moreover, an unused local infrastructure
still generates costs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the preliminary
knowledge to better understand the rest of the article. Section 3 explains the experiments performed
for crafting the model that is then formulated in Section 4, Section 5 shows the model in action
using realistic conditions and finally, the paper ends with some conclusions and directions for future
work.
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2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Bioinformatics approaches for Drug Discovery
In discovering new leads, compound optimization, toxicity evaluation and additional stages of the
drug discovery process, VS methods screen large databases of molecules to find which ones fit an
established criteria [16]. Among the many available VS methods for this purpose we decided to use
protein-ligand docking [17,18]. Docking simulations are typically carried out on the protein surface
using known methods such Autodock [19], Glide [20] and DOCK [21]. This region is commonly
derived from the position of a particular ligand in the protein-ligand complex, or from the crystal
structure of the protein without any ligand. The main problem of many docking methods is to take
the assumption, once the binding site is specified, that all ligands will interact with the protein in
the same region, discarding completely the other areas of the protein.
BINDSURF [15] overcomes this problem by use of GPUs by dividing the whole protein surface
into arbitrary independent regions (aka spots). Using the parallelism of GPUs a large ligand database
is screened against the target protein over its whole surface simultaneously, and docking simulations
for each ligand are performed simultaneously in all the specified protein spots resulting in new spots
found after the examination of the distribution of scoring function values over the entire protein
surface.
2.2. Exploitation of HPC resources for Bioinformatics applications
High Performance Computing (HPC) platforms are attractive for technical computation for the
ability to produce data parallel solutions and reduce the makespan needed to simulate biological
and chemical processes. Moderately sized, tightly coupled applications can be hosted on large-
scale supercomputing systems. These moderately sized applications are good candidates for cloud
computing. Even with the increased performance of desk-side systems, there is still a need for these
applications to scale [22]. Typical bioinformatics applications are scientific work-flows composed
of programs or services based on known and accepted methods and algorithms [23, 24]. Given this,
unless applications are written for parallel execution, taking advantage of cloud or HPC systems
efficiently will be infeasible [25]. In such cases, applications should use parallelism techniques,
such as data fragmentation [26, 27].
Several approaches for parallelizing bioinformatics applications exist based on Grid solutions
[25, 28, 29]. CloudBLAST [30] uses the MapReduce paradigm to parallelize bioinformatics tools.
Another BLAST execution, AzureBlast [31] uses “Split/Join” patterns. BlastReduce [32] is a
parallel read mapping algorithm using Hadoop [33]. Using Hadoop and MapReduce [33, 34],
Biodoop [35] as a bioinformatics applications suite provides a general-purpose parallelization
technology that successfully handles distributed bioinformatics problems. EvolvingSpace [36] is
a data-centric system for integrating bioinformatics applications. Condor [37], while not a cloud
implementation is a distributed execution engine for applications. In [38] the MapReduce-MPI
library successfully executes BLAST and SOM in parallel. MapReduce [34] is particularly well
adapted to run bioinformatics applications. A study [39] shows that it is common to have execution
of large numbers of independent tasks or tasks that perform minimal inter-task communication in
parallel for the bioinformatics domain.
2.3. The figures of cloud computing
The promise of cloud computing is delivering all the functionality of existing information
technology services, and in fact it enables new functionalities that were previously infeasible, as it
dramatically reduces the up-front costs of computing that deter many organizations from deploying
many cutting-edge IT services [40]. This scale of cost for computing coupled with data centers
operating at 10 to 30 percent of their available computing power and desktop computers at less than
5 percent calls into question asset and power costs. Equally important are maintenance and service
costs that are a steady drain on corporate resources. A recent survey by Gartner Research indicated
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that about two-thirds of the average corporate IT staffing budget goes towards routine support and
maintenance activities [41].
Cloud computing gives researchers advantages from the convergence of computational resource
efficiency where the power of modern computers is used more efficiently through highly scalable
hardware and software resources and the ability to have these resources available on an as-needed
basis with rapid deployment, parallel batch processing, use of compute-intensive applications, and
interactive applications that respond in real-time to user requirements [42].
By employing cloud computing operational cost savings for energy, keeping service
level agreements improves large scale computing acceptability with greater environmental
sustainability [43]. In the case of Amazon, estimates by Hamilton from Amazon Services [44], the
cost and operation based on a three-year amortization schedule (the low end of the industry nominal
schedule of replacement every 3-7 years) account for 53% of the budget. An additional 42% of the
energy costs include direct power consumption (approximately 19%) and cooling infrastructure
(23%) amortized over a 15-year period [45]. In this way, the comparison of the total cost of
ownership between cloud infrastructures and local infrastructures has been recently studied. For
instance, Kashef and Altmann [46] suggest a cost model for hybrid clouds. Strebel and Stage [47]
proposed an economic decision model for business software application. Truong and Dustdar [48]
presented several techniques to estimate costs for several traditional scientific applications.
parts of the cloud and the aggregation of a cloud resources can provide higher hardware usage.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Experiment definition
We carried out VS calculations using BINDSURF for the direct prediction of binding poses. For
this purpose we chose three different ligands that conveniently represent chemical diversity of large
compound databases. They will be referred to as ligands A, B and C. Ligand A is a blood clotting
co-factor recently discovered by us [49]. Ligand B and ligand C have been extracted from their
Protein Data Bank complexes with the respective IDS 2byr and 3p4w. In the docking calculations
we accounted for different numbers of Monte Carlo steps such as 5, 10, 50, 500, 5000 and 50000.
An optimal value for the steps parameter does not exist for all different ligand types (A, B and C).
Therefore, it is convenient to perform VS calculations using different values of this parameter since
sometimes we might be interested in short simulations (steps = 5, 10, 50) for obtaining qualitative
information about potential hot-spots in the surface screening approach for millions of different
ligands, but in some other situations we might be more interested in obtaining accurate predictions
for a smaller set of ligands, and then use higher values for the steps parameter such as 500, 5000
and 50000. The outcome of a docking simulation performed by BINDSURF for a type A ligand
(PDB ID is 1qcf ) is shown in Figure 1.
3.2. Infrastructure used
Table I. Platforms System Specifications.
(a) Local Machine
Proc.: Intel Xeon E5620@2.4Ghz
Memory: 16GB
2xGPU NVIDIA Tesla C2050
GPU: GF100
Memory Size: 3072 MB
Memory Bandwidth: 144 GB/sec
Stream Processors: 448
Max Power Draw: 238 W
(b) Amazon EC2
Proc.: 2xIntel Xeon X5570@2.93GHz
Memory: 22GB
2xGPU NVIDIA Tesla M2050
GPU: GF100
Memory Size: 3072 MB
Memory Bandwidth: 148.4 GB/sec
Stream Processors: 448
Max Power Draw: 225 W
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Figure 1. Surface screening results for PDB:1QCF. From up left to down right; a) beads represent protein
spots and the color of each bead is related with the value of the scoring function, so colors from red to blue
indicate lower values for the scoring function, b) histogram with the distribution of scoring function values,
c) red and blue molecules represent crystallographic and predicted pose for the ligand, RMSD is lower than
1 Angstrom, and d) depiction of the hydrogen bonds established by the ligand with the closest residues.
The local architecture used to perform our experiments is described in Table Ia. It is formed of an
Intel Xeon E5620 CPU with 4 cores running at 2.4GHz, 16GB of RAM memory and two NVIDIA
Tesla C2050 graphics cards.
The chosen cloud infrastructure is the one offered by Amazon through its Elastic Compute Cloud
services†. As BINDUSRF is coded using CUDA, the Cluster GPU instances were the only possible
choice. The specifications of the GPU provided by Amazon EC2 are displayed on Table Ib. Being
a public cloud provider, Amazon charges per hour of use. Each ”Quadruple Extra Large” instance
(the one providing GPUs) deployed on the US-East Region costs $2.1 per hour‡.
Even though both targeted platforms provide two GPUs on each machine, the experiments were
conducted using just one in order to avoid contention issues.
3.3. Single Experiment Results
In this Section, we show the experiments we have performed on both local and cloud infrastructure
before we develop the local and cloud model. These experiments are based on ten executions of
BINDSURF per ligand, varying the number of Monte carlo steps. Table II shows the execution
time (in minutes) of BINDSURF on both infrastructures. Execution times on the cloud are higher
than in the local infrastructure, yielding ligand type B (2byr) the lowest values and ligand type C
†http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
‡http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
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Table II. Time in minutes when processing different types of ligands in a single machine with different
Monte carlo Steps.
Ligand type A Ligand type B Ligand type C
Steps Local Cloud Local Cloud Local Cloud
5 0.77 1.46 0.66 1.16 0.97 1.75
10 0.77 1.48 0.66 1.17 0.98 1.98
50 0.85 1.56 0.74 1.26 1.05 1.89
500 1.90 2.60 1.83 2.33 2.02 2.86
5000 15.53 16.18 14.71 15.18 14.80 15.60
(3p4w) the highest. As expected, local infrastructure defeats by tight margin cloud infrastructure
mainly due to the overhead introduced by virtualization and communications in the cloud.
Table III. Power consumption for one ligand of each type with different number of simulation steps in the
local machine.
Ligand type A Ligand type B Ligand type C
5 286 289 281
10 286 290 280
50 292 295 283
500 332 333 317
5000 366 363 357
Besides, power consumption in the local machine is shown in Table III. These values are the
average for each set of experiments. The power consumption of the local machine is mainly driven
by both the execution time and the usage of the GPU. The ligand type C, for instance, requires
higher pre-processing time than the rest of ligands, and the energy consumption in this phase is
lower than the energy consumption in the processing phase.
4. EXECUTION MODEL
This Section shows the performance/cost model defined using the results obtained in the previous
Section. The model is categorized by infrastructure (local, cloud) and then by ligand type (l1c4,
2byr, 3p4w).
The model predicts the behavior of BINDSURF when more machines are added to the resource
pool. As the followed workload distribution is very simple, no transfers have been considered,
because the total number of ligands to be processed is divided between the available machines
at the very beginning.
4.1. Local Model
The individual execution time, expressed in minutes, for each ligand of the local model is given by
the formulas 1. These formulas were obtained by fitting the results from Section 3.3.
tlocalA = 10
−8s2A + 0.0029sA + 0.6699
tlocalB = 2 · 10−9s2B + 0.0028sB + 0.5858
tlocalC = 8 · 10−9s2C + 0.0027sC + 0.8765
(1)
where sx is the number of simulation steps for processing a given ligand type (i.e. A, B or C).
Given a number of physical machines m and the processed ligands of a particular type, the
Equation 2 shows the extrapolated total execution time.
Tlocalx =
tlocalx · lx
m
(2)
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where tlocalx is the time obtained for a given ligand x in Equation 1. The number of processed
ligands is represented by lx and the number of physical machines by m.
The local costs can be expressed by the following formula:
Clocalx = Cex + Cmx + Ccx + Cnx (3)
being the total cost the result of adding four different components:
• Cex : energy consumption costs.
Cex = Tlocalx · ex · pe ·m (4)
being ex the energy consumption for a given ligand x and pe the energy price. Both are
expressed per unit of time.
• Cmx : machine market price.
Cmx = p/at · Tlocalx ·m (5)
being p the physical machine market price and at the amortization per unit time. Typical
values for the amortization period of a machine are 2-3 years. Note that, at is based on the
unit time, i.e. if the unit time is minutes at = years · 365 · 24 · 60.
• Ccx : machine collocation costs.
Ccx = (ct ·m+At · d
m
ma
e) · Tlocalx (6)
being ct the collocation and At the administrator salary, both of them expressed by units of
time. The adjustment is completed by specifying how many physical machines are assigned
to an individual administrator (ma). The expression dxe corresponds to the ceiling function
of x.
• Cnx : non usage costs.
Cnx = (m · p/at +m · ei · pe +m · ct +At · d
m
ma
e) · (1− u) · Tlocalx (7)
being ei the energy consumption in idle mode and u the yearly usage rate.
4.2. Cloud Model
The individual execution time per lingand (tcloudx) expressed in minutes is given by the following
formulas:
tcloudA = 10
−7s2A + 0.0022sA + 1.4518
tcloudB = 10
−7s2B + 0.0023sB + 1.464
tcloudC = 10
−7s2C + 0.0021sC + 1.7737
(8)
Like in the local model, these formulas were obtained by fitting the results from Section 3.3.
As these times consider that only a GPU machine instance from Amazon EC2 is used, another
formula is needed for a complete infrastructure deployed in the cloud:
Tcloudx =
tcloudx · lx
i
(9)
where tcloudx is the time obtained for a given ligand x in Equation 8. The number of processed
ligands is represented by lx and the number of machine instances by i.
On the other hand, the cloud usage cost can be expressed by the following formula:
Ccloudx = p · i · d
tcloudx
60
e (10)
where p is the GPU cluster instance price per hour. Also, tcloudx needs to be converted to hours. In
this cloud model a strict usage of the instantiated machines is considered, that is, they are switched
off once the execution of BINDSURF is completed. However, Amazon charges per hour, for this
reason the time value needs to be rounded up.
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5. MODEL COMPARISON
In this Section, we compare both the local and the cloud model by executing BINDSURF for
processing 6,000 different ligands. The number of Montecarlo steps for each BINDSURF simulation
is 5,000. This is the maximum number of steps we have empirically evaluated. Several assumptions
are taken in order to compare those models. They are:
1. A machine from the local infrastructure costs $8,159.55.
2. The amortization period of each of these machines is 3 years.
3. The KW/h price is that of Spain§: $0.1352.
4. The energy consumption in idle mode for a machine from the local infrastructure is 245W/h.
5. The collocation price per machine/year in the local infrastructure is $12,000.
6. The administrator salary is $3,300/month and each administrator is assigned to 100 machines
from the local infrastructure.
7. The Cluster GPU instances from Amazon were launched at the US East region with a cost of
$2.10/h.
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Figure 2. Cost values in dollars for each ligand type in the cloud infrastructure compared to different usage
percentages of the local infrastructure when processing 6,000 ligands and 5,000 Monte Carlo steps.
Figure 2 shows the execution cost (in dollars) for the three types of ligands when increasing the
number of machines. The cloud model is compared to different percentage of the local infrastructure
§http://www.statista.com/statistics/13020/electricity-prices-in-selected-countries/
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Figure 3. C/P values for each ligand type in the cloud infrastructure compared to different usage percentages
of the local infrastructure when processing 6,000 ligands and 5,000 Monte Carlo steps.
usage ranging from 40% to 100%. In the local infrastructure, the costs become stabilized from 100
machines onwards. The administration salary covers his minimum wage that represents to deal with
100 machines. From this point onwards, the cost is linear in the local infrastructure. Although the
number of machines used in the experiments and administrators needed to maintain those machines
are increased, the execution time of the targeted application decreases as well.
It is noteworthy that Amazon charges per hour of use as previously mentioned ($ 2.1per hour).
Therefore, if the execution time of your application is 1.1 hour, Amazon will charge you 2 hours (i.e.
$ 4.2 per hour). The consequence of this rounding method is shown in Figure 2 as price increases in
accordance with the number of machines. As long as more machines are added to the resource pool,
the execution time is equally distributed among them, and thus, it is likely to have more idle hours.
This fact is also reflected in different behaviors of BINDSURF when executing different types
of ligands; i.e. types A, B and C. In this case, ligand type B is the most affected by the rounding
method.
As the model provides performance (by means of time) and cost values, these need to be somehow
compared. A metric (C/P) [50] has been chosen for this. Its values are calculated with the following
formula:
C/P = C · T (11)
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where C and T are the cost and execution time estimated by the model for a given number of
machines. The best infrastructure is that with the lowest C/P value.
Figure 3 shows the C/P value for the cloud infrastructure compared to that of different local usage
percentages (ranging from 40% to 100%) while increasing the number of machines. Considering an
average-high usage of the local infrastructure (60%-70%), cloud turns to be a good solution for
ligand type A. The same happens with ligand type C but in certain cases. The process of ligand
type B should be moved to the cloud only with an average local usage (40%) and in very specific
cases. This is mainly due to the rounding method used for calculating the price according to the
time consumed. The graphs show that system usage is the deterministic variable for system cost that
drives the C/P metric.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Bioinformatics is an emerging research area which generates many computational demanding tools.
Obtaining the most performance in their execution is important but optimization through cost
reduction is crucial, even more so with the current economic context. This work aids researches
within the field of Bioinformatics to decide which HPC platforms is the best suited to run their
experiments on. We evaluate two different alternatives: local infrastructure and public clouds
providers like Amazon, analyzing all parameters that are involved in the execution of a given
application on each of them.
Focusing on the physical infrastructure, we have provided an exhaustive cost model that considers
a wide variety of elements and factors, such as energy consumption, administration cost, machine
collocation cost, etc. This allows us to provide a detailed comparison with the execution of the
same application on the infrastructure provided by Amazon, generating a performance/cost model
for them. The main conclusion of this work is that the resource occupancy per year of the local
infrastructure should be quite high (ranging between 50% to 100%) in order to be profitable.
Otherwise, cloud computing is most-cost effective alternative than local computing if the utilization
of resources is under these values. Nonetheless, Cost calculations are different between local and
cloud systems as the variability in charging (the ceiling cost per hour) is not reflected in the local
system price, and thus, it is drastically affected by execution time.
As future work, we plan to port BINDSURF to OpenCL [51], allowing its execution to a
wider variety of heterogeneous computational systems such as multicore CPUs. This way, more
and cheaper instance types from public cloud providers could be harnessed and a more complete
performance/cost model could be fostered. Moreover, other HPC-environments are emerging as a
good alternative to run Bioinformatic tools such as Volunteer Computing in which computer owners
donate their computing resources to a specific project.
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